
Jenzi rod stand for 2 surf rods

Jenzi

Product number: JE-8934001

Stable, strong and perfectly thought through rod-
stand for days at the sea.

Weight: 2.6 kg
89,99 € * 89,99 €

The ultimate companion for your surf fishing trips: The Jenzi rod 
stand for 2 surf rods.

When fishing the surf, it is crucial that your equipment is safe and within easy reach. The Jenzi rod stand for 
2 surf rods is your perfect partner for such adventures. Designed to be practical, lightweight and robust, this 
rod stand is a must-have for any serious surf angler.

Lightweight and robust

Made from aluminium, the Jenzi rod stand is not only robust but also easy to transport. The comfortable 
carrying weight makes it easy to carry from one place to another without depleting your energy.

Fully adjustable

With the ability to be infinitely adjustable up to 1.80m, this rod stand offers flexibility for 2 rods. Whether 
you are using short or long rods, this unit is designed to hold both safely and efficiently.

Practical design

In addition to the rod holders, the stand has a hook that can be used to hang a water bucket. This thoughtful 
design allows you to keep your hands free and focus on what really matters - fishing.

Portability

The Jenzi rod stand comes complete in a carry bag, making it a breeze to take along and store. Simply 



disassemble, put it in the bag and off you go!

Please note

This rod stand is specifically designed for surf fishing and is not suitable for waller fishing.

Features

Material: aluminium
Adjustable height: up to 1.80 m
Capacity: 2 rods
Additional hook for water bucket/li>
Transport bag included
Note: Not suitable for waller fishing

Make the most of your surf fishing trips with the Jenzi rod stand for 2 surf rods.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=a6778d8d03899f9ad7a9e8b1c65ec7c0

